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Y’all Come to the Convention!

Thousands of Texas Democrats will converge in Ft. Worth for the 2018 Texas
Democratic Convention where we will hear from our next U.S. Senator from Texas,
our next Texas Governor, our next Texas Lt. Governor, our next Texas Attorney
and many more candidates. All are ready to lead us in the “Blue Tsunami. “
Participate in many caucuses.
Pass our 2018 Texas Democratic Party Platform.
Fort Worth Convention Center
1201 Houston Street
Fort Worth, TX 76102

Guest passes are still available.
More information at https://texasdemocraticconvention.com/
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Garland Democratic Voice
Editorial

Angry
This place is called a shelter, but ... effectually these kids are incarcerated. ... [staff asked]
“Can you try to smile at these kids? Smile because it’s weird to see people from the outside.
They feel like animals being caged up. Jacob Soboroff, MSNBC reporter

I am angry, disgusted. Tearing children from their families, parents and locking them up, stuffed
into cages is evil; deeply immoral and malevolent. Arrest and incarceration for the so-proclaimed
deterrent (prevention of crimes) is beyond evil.
Attorney General Sessions and Sarah Huckster Sanders have proclaimed scripture justifying these
hate filled statements and actions from the dTrumpster government. I remind the sanctimonious
right-wingers of what I remember from The Good Book: “What you do unto the least of us, you do
unto me (a.k.a. Jesus)” and, “Suffer the little children and let them come unto me (a.k.a. Jesus).”
After literally tearing these children from the arms of their parents, they are incarcerated in
converted retail stores and to undisclosed locations. The Administration’s solution to this problem is
to send these children to tent cities. One of the announced sites is Torinillo, Texas some 40 miles
south east of El Paso where the average summer daily temperature is in the high 90’s, an average
of 14 hours of desert sunlight and less than four inches of precipitation.
According to reports, the children are only allowed two hours of outdoor time per day. I have
been in a tent in the summer in Michigan, the Northeast and in Texas. The heat inside these
shelters [tents] can be deadly. There is no shade in Southwest Texas. No place to swim. No where
to escape the heat.
The U.S. Constitution, Amendment VIII prohibits, “cruel and unusual punishment.”
Incarceration in a known overcrowded shelter or worse yet, a tent especially in the middle of
summer in Southwest Texas and having been torn away from their parents is certainly cruel and
unusual punishment. Every national U.S. medical association has reported that this treatment of
children will cause long term and lasting harm.
“The Trump administration’s practice of separating children from migrant families entering
the United States violates their rights and international law, the United Nations human rights
office said on Tuesday, urging an immediate halt to the practice.
The administration angrily rejected what it called an ignorant attack by the United Nations
human rights office and accused the global organization of hypocrisy.
The human rights office said it appeared that, as The New York Times revealed in April, United
States authorities had separated several hundred children, including toddlers, from their
parents or others claiming to be their family members, under a policy of criminally
prosecuting undocumented people crossing the border.
That practice “amounts to arbitrary and unlawful interference in family life, and is a serious
violation of the rights of the child,” Ravina Shamdasani, a spokeswoman for the Office of the
United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, based in Geneva, told reporters.”
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/05/world/americas/us-un-migrant-children-families.html

In Texas, the products of conception, by law, must be deposed of by burial or cremation in a
specified place. In the U.S. we are disposing of children by incarceration, and by cruel and unusual
punishment after having been torn from their parent’s arms.
We deserve to burn in hell.
Rachel Baker Ford, editor
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Jailed in a Hot Tent in Texas
— Charles E. Ford, Jr.
Zero tolerance is Trump’s and Jeff Sessions’ immigration policy. Punish those kids! Their parents brought them
illegally! Take that kid from the Mother, we’ll fix her for coming here just to get away from danger. If they are here
because of domestic abuse or gang violence, send them back because we don’t care. Don’t tell her where the kid is
going, its none of her business. The statements sound like commands from Hitler. Have we sunk that low that we
permit our government to put children in a dog-like kennel pen and take children from their parents because they
stepped north of our southern border. They didn’t leave their native country because it was a nice day to take a trip.
Most have left El Salvador, Guatemala, or Honduras because there lives are threatened by lawlessness and gangs and
the death rate from violence is worse than it is in Chicago . They want to be safe and keep their children safe.
A brutal gang, known as MS-13, was formed in Los Angeles in the 1980's. MS-13 is the moral equivalent of ISIS
(Islamic State of Iraq and Syria). The gang is estimated to have 50,000 members with 8,000 to 10,000 in the U.S.
and the remainder spread across El Salvador, Honduras, and Guatemala. They are vicious, brutal people. One of
their favorite weapons us a machete to remove parts of the victim’s body. The gang is guilty of human trafficking,
drug smuggling, and child prostitution. In Honduras, they entered a city bus spraying bullets — killing. 28 and
injuring another 14 people. Trump wants to deport MS-13 members. That works so well. One of the MS-13
leaders has already been deported four times so he can recruit more members from elsewhere. Trump called them
animals. I agree. If you can’t tell the difference between a person and a vicious animal, it is a vicious animal. People
are fleeing El Salvador, Honduras, and Guatemala in search of a safe haven for their family.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MS-13

The dTrumpster and Jeff Sessions interpret the law and trample on people as they wish. The result is an
immigration system not equipped to handle 50,000 people per month crossing our southern border as refugees or
looking for asylum. Donnie and Jeff have ordered the adults to be incarcerated until the courts evaluate their claim.
The children are taken to holding facilities not intended to accommodate the volume needed.
At the border, children are taken from their parents. They refuse to tell the parents where the children are going,
how to contact them or if they are going to be reunited. In in almost 1,500 cases the government doesn’t know
where the children are. The detention centers are run by private organizations under contract. One detention
center in a repurposed Walmart store houses nearly 1,500 children waiting for disposition. The children are treated
as prisoners. They are allowed to go outside two hours a day. One hour for supervised activities and one hour of
free time. At least the pictures furnished by the group responsible for the facility showed clean rooms, a nice dining
area and a lounging area with a TV. The children get three meals a day. Photos of another facility showed dozens
of children laying on the floor of a huge cage that looked like an oversized kennel for large animals. U.S. Senator
Merkley of Oregon was denied access to another facility after he had received permission before he arrived. We
don’t know if the Walmart conversion site is typica.l We know all of the detention facilities are overloaded.
The latest brain-child is to establish tent cities for the immigrant children. It worked well for Sheriff Arpaio. Let
them sweat out the summer heat of Arizona or Texas in a tent. They can go outside to cool off in the 105 degree
heat. One of the tent cities is currently being populated in Tornilla,Texas (40 miles southeast of El Paso). Up to 360
children will swelter in the heat without parents to watch over and care for them.
This is child abuse led by our President and Attorney General. If the executive branch of our Government won’t
save the children, and Congress won’t act, and the Supreme Court has its head in the sand, who can respond? The
military or a massive protest from Americans? These people deserve to be kept together as a family. Modify the
current facilities, utilize empty buildings on military bases, or use the mobile homes intended for use in natural
disasters. What can the United States or the United Nations do to rid the source countries of gangs and corrupt
governments?
What are these people going to think of the United States after being incarcerated for nothing more than searching
for a better life. Trump is dragging this country into the depths of hell. Actions like this aid groups like ISIS or the
MS-13 gang to recruit otherwise benign people to support their cause and perform hideous acts on innocent people.
A selfish but very important factor to consider, this country has far too many older people that need government
assistance including Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid. Right now there are less than 3 working people
paying taxes into the program for each retiree drawing benefits. We need many more younger employees paying
taxes on higher wages. The immigrants are mostly younger people. As for higher wages, that is one benefit of
higher minimum wages.
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Remember When People Were Civilized?
— Charles E. Ford, Jr.
We lived through a sweet spot in American history. My parents scraped by financially but we always had food,
clothes, and other necessities. In 1953, we moved into a house with a single hole outhouse and ice on the inside of
the bedrooms windows in winter. Life was good and people were civilized. Children were taught right from wrong,
to respect adults, teachers, and police. People trusted their government and the government worked to better our
lives. When the government needed to be prodded groups protested the inhuman treatment of blacks, to extend
and protect voting rights, to protect and extend a woman’s right to make her own decision about abortion and
healthcare, and to protest the Vietnam war.
Slowly, but steadily progress was made to recognize black people were just as smart and capable as the whites when
they went to decent schools and when employers gave them an opportunity to succeed.
Parents didn’t worry about children when they were under the care of a teacher. We knew they would come home
safe and sound. The biggest worry children had was if they had missed a homework assignment.
People had guns but not assault weapons designed for use in infantry combat. Gun owners were better shots. There
was no need for 30 bullets per second to hit a deer. Doors of cars and homes were not locked because they felt safe.
People got excited taking pride of our successes in the space race or the Olympics or bigger and better airplanes that
could fly further and faster or other national accomplishment. Government was trusted. They could live their lives
not worrying about whether the government would take away their voting rights or something just as stupid like
collusion with Russia to steer an election to a candidate that loves Putin more than America.
The country was growing, children were educated in public schools. Unions were winning the fight for higher
wages, vacation days, healthcare, and improved working conditions. The GI bill educated many veterans after
WWII. Children were not taken from their parents and penned up like dogs in a kennel because they were brought
into the United States by parents hoping for a better life for the family.
The current resident in the White House is disgusting. From his comment during his campaign, “Where is he, oh,
there is my black.” to the changes made to the Affordable Care Act, (Obamacare), to attacking the FBI, to alienating
our allies, to his friendship with dictators, to rolling back regulations meant to safeguard Americans, to his insults to
all women including his wife, and to his ignorance of his duties as President and arrogant attitude toward others.
Most of the changes Trump made have been to reverse the actions of President Obama. Not just because that man
made fun of Trump’s hair at the White House Correspondents Dinner. Trump is a poor excuse for a civilized
human being. He is a racist from his toes to the top of his goofy hairdo.
He signed into a law a tax reduction that will add trillions of dollars to the national debt which already exceeds $21
TRILLION. The interest on the debt is $300 BILLION A YEAR. But Trump, the millionaires in Congress, and the
super rich received super benefits from the tax bill. Corporations gave employees a small, one-time bonus and then
bought back stock to raise the value of their stock. Very few corporations invested a substantial amount of money in
the U. S. or hired a significant number of employees because of the tax reduction.
Meanwhile the cost of healthcare is ignored by the White House and Congress as premiums skyrocket. The increase
in premiums is predicted to negate the meager tax reduction the average American received from the tax bill passed
this year. GOP’pers are contemplating reversing the portion of the Affordable Care Act that prevents health insurers
from denying coverage for pre-existing conditions. Health insurers define a pre-existing condition.
The latest scam is the trade fiasco. We have a serious trade balance problem. But you don’t drive a thumb tack into
a board with a sledge hammer. A little diplomacy would go a long way. The real problem is Americans have no
choice but to buy goods made overseas with a few exceptions. Products sold as “Made in America” are generally
partially made elsewhere and assembled here. Every time we buy a product made in another country we contribute
to the international trade deficit. Blaming most of our trade deficit on other counties is a bogus argument.
Trump lies about trade issues too. He bragged about South Korea allowing more American made cars to be sold in
South Korea. The limit has been raised from 25,000 to 50,000 cars per year. What is misleading about that? We
only sell about 12,000 cars per year anyway!
Impeachment because we don’t like Trump is not a solution and Democrats should stop talking about it.
Impeachment would anger 60 million Americans who voted for Trump. Pense would be worse as the President.
In November, Americans have the opportunity to replace the balance of power in both the House of Representatives
and the Senate. If successful, the remainder of the Senate and the House should get the message that the donothing Congress and the policies of the White House are not acceptable forms of government.
Vote Democratic. Vote for Beto O’Rourke for Senate to get rid of do nothing Ted Cruz. Vote for Colin Allred to
send Pete Sessions back to Florida, and vote for Lupe Valdez to send a message to the Texas legislature.
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The Creature from Trump’s Swamp
— Charles E. Ford, Jr.

It would be funny if it weren’t so damned serious that, Scott Pruitt, the same man who insists
on replacing the entrance to his office to make it more secure, a “cone of silence” telephone
booth, and around the clock guards at taxpayer expense, is deleting regulations intended to
keep Americans and planet earth alive and well. He insists on first class or charter flights so
he doesn’t have to rub elbows with low class American trash like us. Trump thinks he does an
outstanding job as head of the Environmental Protection Agency. Unfortunately, stories like
this are common place in the Trump administration.
This is a sad picture by itself, but it is even sadder when you note that the Republicans in
Congress hide under the covers lest they might lose their jobs for opposing Trump’s Prince of
the EPA. Democrats in Congress aren’t much better. It is boring and tiring to hear a member
of Congress go on TV and state it is time to investigate problems that have been evident since
January 20, 2017 when Trump moved into the White House. They don’t push back against
the Republican initiatives with any vigor at all. Apparently, they didn’t pay much attention
when Barack Obama was President with a majority in both the Senate and the House of
Representative but the Republicans handcuffed his administration from day one to the end of
year eight.
The Democratic policy seems to be to let Trump and his friends hang themselves.
Meanwhile millions of Americans are denied healthcare and millions more are subjected to
polluted air and water, or unnecessary dangers on the job. Corporations are free to
intentionally dump poisonous chemicals into streams or spray them on plants intended for
human consumption and ignore common sense regulations like storing chemicals safely.
Remember West Texas?
It is murder, poor and simple, murder. Trump pushes to delete regulations, deny people
healthcare, reduce government support to people with legitimate needs for the support to
please corporations and businesses regardless of the consequences.
Scott Pruitt is just another pawn in Trump’s scheme to undo everything President Obama did
to make our lives better. It will get worse as the Dictator continues his quest for power.
People will continue to die because the air they breathe is contaminated, or the water they
drink contains poison or carcinogens, or their employer doesn’t have the safety precautions
they should, or safety issues are ignored in commercial products.
They admit they do not believe in science or scientific data. The morons depend upon their
“instincts” because they don’t believe people that use scientific instruments and observations
could possibly be correct. They refuse to allow data collected for years to be posted on a
website and refuse to allow data to be collected on climate change, certain diseases, and gun
violence.
The longer Trump gets away with acting like a dictator, the harder it will be to repair the
damage he is doing to our Government, to our lives, and to our health.
Our Life, Liberty, and Pursuit of Happiness will be gone for decades perhaps forever.
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Democratic Nominees Take On the Wrecking Crew
Our government is being dismantled by the Trump administration. Republicans are spinelessly
choosing to do nothing! If you follow the news you know what is happening.
The election in November is crucial to the preservation of our Democracy. The Democratic Party is
working hard to make sure our 200 plus year history is not wiped out by a madman and those who will
not stand up to him. Republicans are using Donald Trump as a wrecking ball to destroy our country.
Future generations will pay the price.
Democrats have a slate of candidates who are ready to take them on in November. Beto O'Rourke,
Lupe Valdez, Mike Collier, Justin Nelson, Kendall Scudder, Catherine Krantz four local candidates,
Cory Carlyle, Ericka Ledferd, Nina Richards, Karan Sproul need your support.
Beto O’Rourke is taking on Cruz and is receiving attention from the national media. In January a
Beto rally filled Edo Japan, and Beto signs are popping up in yards all over Rockwall County.
Mike Collier was endorsed by his Republican opponent Scott Milder of Rockwall because Milder
knows that Collier will protect public schools!
Kendall Scudder stands as a passionate advocate for public education and for bringing economic
stability to the rural counties of SD 2.
Catherine Krantz is making people take notice when she speaks about bringing economic
development to the rural counties of Congressional District 4.
Cory Caryle wants to bring intellectual diversity to the all-Republican 5th District Court of
Appeals.
All of our local candidates bring a fresh perspective to governance in Rockwall County were currently
every elected office in the county is held by a Republican.
See you at the Texas State Democratic Convention!
Judith Matherne
Rockwall County Democratic Chair

Rockwall County Democratic Party to Post Signs Throughout the County
Corrugated plastic yard sign (with frame)costs an average of $5.
Corrugated plastic 4x4 sign costs an average of $75.
DONATE MONEY FOR A SIGN Donate before July 15th.
Do It Today! Democrats Must Win This Election!
On Line:
www.RockwallDems.com
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Humanity Does Not Stop at the Border
The Trump administration has gone beyond deplorable. It is cruel, despicable, abominable, inhuman.
The party of family values seems to value only those families that look just like theirs – mostly
pale-skinned and outwardly pious – but Christians only, mind you. They would not want any more
Muslims and Jews than we already have in our population, or indeed any other religion.
I surely hope that at least some Trump voters are regretting their votes and will join the rest of
humanity in rejecting Trump and Sessions’ policies. I hope some Republican politicians who are not
leaving Congress will speak out. Images from the border are hard to stomach: young kids are
separated from their parents, locked up in detention centers – some of them under artificial light, with
windows blacked out, for as many as 22 hours a day. Some have to sleep on the floor under thin silver
thermal blankets. In some cases, there will be adult supervisors and scheduled activities. That does not
in any way, shape or form make up for being separated from their parents, presumably without any
knowledge of their whereabouts or immigration status, not knowing how, when or even if they will be
reunited.
A recent op/ed in The Dallas Morning News made the point that such centers existed under President
Obama also. While it is undeniable, the reason for that situation was a sudden influx of family
immigration from politically unstable countries where there was an uptick in violence and poverty was
rampant. What is going on now is the result of Trump and Sessions getting far ahead of their skis and
crafting a policy without thinking of direct consequences and we should remember that, as long as we,
rightly so are focused on the border crisis, we are not following the various unraveling plots around
the president: possible collusion, obstruction of justice, profiting from the office of the presidency
among others.
Trump thrives on chaos, no matter how many people are affected by his policies. And reality has never
fazed him, no matter how bleak it may be for others, as long as he has a session with Hannity and a
cheeseburger before bed. Instead of re-evaluating his approach to the developing crisis at the border,
he doubles down. Session has now restricted the conditions under which a migrant can apply for
refugee status. Family or gang violence is no longer considered a valid reason for requesting asylum.
“Ladies, you are on your own if your husband beats you or if violent drug gangs want to abduct your
kids and use them as mules or prostitutes. Just don’t bring your problems to American soil. We don’t
care.” That seems to be the message. Trump and his enablers want to “Make America Great Again,”
but just for a limited number of folks, you know, not those “huddled masses yearning to be free.” That
was just a sales pitch for when we needed cheap labor.
To make things even worse, DACA is under attack again. We are talking about young people who were
brought here by their parents when they were too young to make their own decisions about
immigration. Many have never known the country of origin of their parents. They are, for all practical
purposes, Americans. This administration now proposes refusing them the right to an education and a
work permit. Where does the cruelty stop? How much longer will Trump et al turn upside down the
lives and hopes of people who have committed no crime, but were simply born somewhere else. How
many families will be affected when immigrant parents are separated from their American-born kids?
And why do we need to make the argument that those policies have negative consequences for the
American economy? Since when are moral arguments no longer enough? Sessions claims that we
should not be responsible for all of humanity’s problems. How about not creating more?
Reprinted with permission from the Rockwall County Democratic Party Blog
www.rockwalldems.com
Post Date June 14, 2018
Author: Marie-Anne Schiffmann
Marie-Anne wrote this post, and is solely responsible for content. She is ranting because Trump is affecting her
sleep, and chocolate is no longer enough to take away the bitter taste his policies leave in her mouth.
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Dallas County Democrats
2018 Johnson Jordan Dinner

Nathan Johnson for
Texas Attorney General

Susan Bradley SDEC SD16
swears in Carol Donovan for
a new term as County
Democratic Chair

Dallas County
Democratic
Executive Committee

Featured speaker James
Carville Jr. with Carol
Donovan, DCDP chair.
Lupe Valdez
for Texas Governor

June 11, 2018
Quarterly meeting of the DCDP
Executive Committee, consisting of
the County Chair, Secretary and all
Precinct Chairs. New two-year terms
for County Chair and Precinct Chairs
were elected.

The next governor of
Texas, Lupe Valdez

BLOCK WALK AND PHONE BANK
FOR DEMOCRATS
Are you ready for Democrats to WIN in November? The Dallas
County Democratic Party Coordinated Campaign Outreach is
looking for YOU! This year we are expanding and coordinating
our largest campaign.
We’ve opened TWO satellite offices and will be launching a block
walks and phone banks from each site of them on Saturdays and
Sundays.
Join other excited Democrats as we knock on doors and call our
our neighbors to pledge to vote straight Democratic in the
November general election. Every Democrat up and down the
ballot will benefit from this efforts.
We will provide you with snacks, water, and training. Bring a
friend and help us VOTE BLUE!
Northern Satellite Office: 8499 Greenville Ave. #205
Southern Satellite Office: 7220 Westmoreland Rd. #104
Times:
Saturday Block walks :10:00 a.m. Phone banks at 11:00 a.m.
Sunday Block walks and Phone banks begin at 2:00 p.m.
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Dallas County Democratic Party

The Tillotson Speaker Series is a monthly event featuring well known Democratic speakers.
The cost per luncheon is $60 ($35 for precinct chairs/sustaining members). The price
includes a 3-course meal at Maggiano’s Little Italy – 205 NorthPark Center, Dallas 75225.
To make your reservation, call the DCDP Office at 214-821-8331 or Purchase tickets
online at http://dallasdemocrats.org/.
Featured speaker at the June meeting was Judge John Creuzot, candidate for Dallas
County District Attorney. Judge Creuzot, award-winning lawyer and retired judge, has
more than three decades of experience in the criminal justice system, including more than
21 years as a felony district court judge. Creuzot was first appointed by Democratic Governor Ann Richards
in 1992. His background also includes seven years of service as a Dallas County Assistant District Attorney
and Chief Felony Prosecutor, and private practice as a criminal defense lawyer.
Coming in July:
On July 20th the Tillotson Speaker Series will feature a very special speaker TBA – in the works, but not yet
confirmed! Check the Dallas County Democratic web site for details!

LET'S GET COORDINATED: If you are a Dallas County Democratic Party Precinct Chair or interested
volunteer who wants to help with the 2018 Coordinated Campaign, this summit is for you. The Dallas
County Democratic Party is coordinating the largest Democratic GOTV effort in its history, with three
offices and a wide range of volunteer opportunities. Attend this summit to learn more and get directly
involved in making the Texas Blue Wave a reality. We’ll get you plugged into block walking, phone
banking, text-a-thons, voter registration, social media and more.
The Coordinated Campaign turns out Democratic votes for EVERY Democrat on the ballot in Dallas
County — U.S. Senate, U.S. Congress, Governor, State Senate, State House, District Attorney, Sheriff,
Judges, Court of Appeals Judges, Justices of the Peace, and Constables.
IMPORTANT - PLEASE USE THIS FORM TO RSVP: https://form.jotform.com/81622534284153
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Out & About

Honoring Women Veteran’s Day Reception

VR Small, Navy, retired
Veteran Women Enterprise
Center and
Rep. Victoria Neave, TXHS 107

Sponsors:
Rep. Victoria Neave, TXHS 107, Ty Bledsoe, AT&T,
Earnest & Debbie Walker, Feed A Million Veterans,
Veterans of Foreign Wars Office, Hon. Marc Veasey,
US33, Verna’s Veteran Community Group.

Billie Ruth, WWII Veteran
U.S. Air Force Retired. Enlisted
at age 16 and served at the
Pentagon

Women Veteran’s Reception o June 12, 2018
70 Anniversary of the 1948 Women’s Armed Services Integration Act
th

Ed James. 7-11 Company,
Hon. Dominique Collins, Judge,
Dallas Crim. Court #4, USAF, Retired,
Master Sergeant Rebecca Leal, USMC,
Rep. Neave, Larry Hughes 7-11 Company

June 18, 2018

Honor Color Guard from
John Horn H.S. & West Mesquite H.S.

Garland, Texas

Hon. Dominique Collins,
Judge, Dallas Criminal Court #4,
USAF (Ret,)
Attorney Marilyn Mayse, USAF (Ret)
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Bulletin board

Elect Susan Bradley at the Texas Democratic State Convention June 21 - 23, 2018
Paid for by the Elect Susan Bradley Campaign
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